Preface

A

mangle board is a plank of wood used in conjunction with a wooden
rolling pin to smooth wrinkles from linen. These carved objects, made
for a practical purpose, span 300 years and nearly a dozen countries.
They are the result of skilled and unskilled craft. They are folk art.

They use symbolism. The design motifs are drawn from antiquity onward and from
regions inside and outside Europe.
The earliest mangle boards known are dated in the 1500s. Mangle boards were
produced in large numbers in the 17th and 18th centuries. Later they were produced
in smaller numbers. Though still in use in the early 20th century, they were, by then,
relics whose usefulness had been supplanted by mass-produced sadirons, which
could be heated.
This book examines mangle boards made in the present-day countries of
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, and Iceland. This
examination of mangle boards is broader than any examination previously published.
Numerous articles had been published, but no book on the subject was found.
Mangle Boards of Northern Europe is not a history of mangle boards, though history
is woven in. The reader should not expect to learn who made each mangle board,
precisely where any particular board was made, the identity and meaning of symbols
that appear on a board, or the means to determine if a mangle board is authentic in
every respect.
This survey of the aesthetics of mangle boards focuses on the visual, of what
can be seen. It examines the shapes of the boards and the shapes within the boards.
It examines the colors and the carving. It seeks to illuminate the qualities that the
shapes and colors and textures—and so on—express. The value of this book is in
the sum of its parts. Each description, by itself, may say little. It is the sum of these
descriptions that prepares the viewer to see any particular board with deeper insight.
By being expansive across historic time and geography, Mangle Boards of Northern
Europe brings to bear the gravity of 300 years of production of mangle boards. It
illuminates the handiwork of countless hands. In every board, those hands worked
to express a part of themselves and their experience of life. The fruit of my examination, this book, is an opportunity for us to feel the life of mostly common people,
whose lives are not in history books and are lost to us except in this way.
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Project Description and Resources

several hundred pages. References in languages

is rooted in the objective, in the mangle board itself.

other than English were translated into English. All

Unity and Variety: A work of art is held together

Before making an assessment, I examined each

In the United States, the owner of a large collection

text was then put into digitized, searchable docu-

through the unity among its parts. It creates inter-

board and inventoried its objective characteris-

of mangle boards wished to sponsor a book about

ments. Notes from these references were also sorted

est and escapes monotony through the variety in its

tics. The inventory described, in detail, the shapes,

them, as none existed. The collector knew me as the

and put into a searchable format that I used in the

parts. Unity and variety are present among all the

composition, colors, textures, and other elements.

To hear the symphony, to see the picture,

author of the book Streamlined Irons, a sensuous and

course of writing the essays.

visual means in a work. It is the way unity and vari-

The process of building the inventory led to an

if the hearing and seeing are genuine, is

ety manifest and interact that forms one part of a

intimate awareness of what the board is. With the

work’s essential character.

objective aspects illuminated, I could think about the

satisfying photographic essay on the subject of electric clothes irons made from 1932 to 1952. That book

Assessing Aesthetic Accomplishment

examines the irons from the vantage of aesthetics,

the antithesis of idle reverie; it requires the

Decoration, Illustration, and Expression:

characteristics of the work, the relationships of the

energetic cooperation of all our powers, and

a subject of sustained study of mine. I proposed to

The focus of this book is to examine, objectively,

Barnes and de Mazia observed that a visual work of

characteristics to each other, and their relationship

nothing is more fatal to it than an attiude of

the collector that mangle boards could be addressed

the key visual aspects of mangle boards and then to

art appeals to the senses through decoration, illus-

to other mangle boards and works that share similar

relaxed and diffused attention.

in a similar manner and we commenced this project

assess, subjectively, the boards for aesthetic accom-

tration, or expression. That means our immediate

visual means.

with the expectation that it would produce a simi-

plishment.

visual delight (decoration), recognition of how the

The process of taking inventory and then think-

I have studied some 1,500 mangle boards and

subject is positioned and in relationship to its envi-

ing about the inventory moved my mind from a state

My research and education began with a close

used that study, as well as previous intense study of

ronment (illustration), or perception of broad or

of impression and vagueness to a state of conclu-

examination of each board in the sponsor’s collec-

other works of visual expression, to reach conclu-

specific visual qualities it engenders (expression).

sion and relative certainty. With even further viewing

tion, which at the time numbered 240. I recorded

sions about each board in this book. While it can be

notes about the important aspects of each board.

of interest to study the techniques and symbolism

How does one engage on a basis of aesthetics with a

After completing this assay, I spent three months

used or the history behind these objects, my interest

mangle board?

examining museum collections in seven countries:

is aesthetic—and profound—to see and experience

To comprehend an essay written in a particular

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, the

the world as others have, by means of the material

language, one has to be fluent in that language. And

The Oxford English Dictionary defines aesthet-

Netherlands, and Iceland. During these travels, I

record they left to us to engage with.

to comprehend mangle boards, one has to be fluent

ics as “a set of principles concerned with the nature

in the language of mangle boards.

and appreciation of beauty, especially in art.” By that

larly satisfying experience.

observations and more certain conclusions.
Why focus on aesthetics?

Each board pictured is accompanied by a

at nearly 7,000 mangle boards and photographed

brief description highlighting its essential physical

But a mangle board is not an essay: It does

definition, my concern is not aesthetics. I am not

about 1,500.

features and by a short analysis judging its expres-

not tell a story, and its language is not composed

assessing the boards for the nature of their beauty. I

During the site visits, I selected boards for

sive and aesthetic accomplishment. Underlying this

of words. A mangle board is a made of wood,

am assessing the boards for coherence and convic-

further study. By choosing some that were typical

approach is a rigorous method of study developed at

carved and sometimes painted. The language

tion in using––and expression through––visual

of the collection and some that were exceptional, I

The Barnes Foundation, in Merion, Pennsylvania, by

of mangle boards is visual, taken in through the

means. The aesthetics applied in this book are

captured a representative sample, usually about 20

Albert C. Barnes (1872–1951) and Violette de Mazia

eyes. Shapes, patterns, texture, line, composition,

those of Barnes and de Mazia, i.e., their principles

percent of the total in a given collection. Boards that

(1896–1988). The following questions and answers

color, light, space, and so on are the components

concerning the appreciation and establishment of

were significantly damaged or missing pieces were

provide a basic familiarity with the method, the

of the language, and these are the means by which

meaning in art.

not selected. Preference was given to boards that were

reasoning behind it, and a few of its idiomatic terms.

a mangle board visually expresses what the board

skill. No attempt was made to obtain a geographically
representative sample of any given collection.

maker strived for.

By focusing and applying my active mind to the
object for what it is––a visual manifestation of the
artist’s experience in making it––I experience the

What are the definitions of terms used here?

Traditions: Every advance in a body of knowl-

—Albert C. Barnes

and further thinking, my mind could move to richer

also visited four private collections. In sum, I looked

dated, or done with exceptional skill, or done with no
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ties of mystery, subtlety, intricacy, and precision.

What can be expressed visually in a mangle board?

object in way that is as close to the artist’s experi-

The photographs taken on-site at museums and

edge is built on the advances that came before it, as

The analysis of each board calls attention to

ence as possible. In other words, the artist chose to

private collections were used for research purposes

it is not possible to create the new without making

qualities that are visual. There are broad qualities,

express him or herself using a particular medium

only. The photographs in this book were commis-

use of the old. Every artist draws from the visual

such as warmth, glow, coolness, complexity, flatness,

(e.g., language), and I am using that medium as a

sioned after the site visits and produced by profes-

language that came before, adding something

solidness, and the like. A broad quality is universal:

means to comprehend the result.

sional photographers. The sponsor’s collection was

personal to the fund of visual language, which is

It could be seen in any medium, material, or object,

also professionally photographed.

made up of visual traditions. For example, the tradi-

no matter if made by nature or by human. There are

How does one assess boards for coherence and

For my research, all photographs were entered

tions in painting are the particular ways of using

also specific qualities, such as the surface of tooled

conviction in using visual means?

into an Adobe Photoshop Lightroom catalog, search-

color, line, light, and space associated with an artist,

leather, the sheen of silk, or the texture of velvet, that

Any work of art expresses qualities, broad and

able by keywords. I developed a list of discrete char-

a group of artists, or a time and place when paint-

are unique to a medium, material, or object. When a

specific, that are among many that can be sensed by

acteristics specific to mangle boards. Except for

ings shared a common and identifiable use of visual

specific quality is perceived in a different medium––

all humans. It is the particular subset of qualities

date and location, the list of keywords was made up

means.

as if transferred there from the original medium––it

and the relationship of those qualities that identi-

is a “transferred value.” (For examples of transferred

fies any work of art. While the language of mangle

values, see Board Nos. 41, 80, 185, and 186.)

boards is acquired by studying them, a deeper

of visual characteristics, e.g., horse handle, floral

The traditions in mangle boards were yet to be

element, geometric element, symbol, and so forth.

established. Some traditions established herein are

By selecting every item on the list that applied to

associated with countries or nations, i.e., Sweden,

each mangle board, each board was described in

Norway, Friesland (a region that lies partially within

detail. Through this effort, I discovered patterns in

the Netherlands and partially within Germany), and

A mangle board is a work of art and, as such,

study must be done with dedicated and sustained

the appearance and use of motifs.

so on. For example, we can say that dark brown

expresses numerous qualities using the visual

interest and through a growing comprehension of

I assembled a small library of published mate-

wood, shallow chip carving, pervasive repeating

means. Each board featured here is assessed for

visual traditions.

rials relevant to the subject. I found more than 70

geometric patterns, and the absence of a handle

what it expresses. The assessment is personal

With fluency in visual language and traditions,

references that contained text and/or photographs.

characterize the tradition of Friesland. Further,

in that it is one person’s, mine, and therefore the

the viewer can gauge a mangle board: What qualities

The references ranged from a few paragraphs to

mangle boards of Friesland express the broad quali-

assessment is subjective. However, the assessment

and values does it express? What traditions does it

understanding is gained through the study of paintHow do we look for expression in a mangle board?

ings, sculpture, furniture, and other visual arts. The
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draw upon? How is it unified? What is the balance

he pressed down on the opposite end. While press-

of unity vs. variety? How are decoration, illustration,

ing, the user pushed the board back and forth, roll-

and expression realized? What feelings or sensations

ing the roller. By shifting the mangle board from

does it cause to arise in the viewer? The answers to

one side of the roll to the other, the user pressed the

these and other inquiries brought me to the point

cloth’s entire surface. The pressure per square inch

of being able to confidently assess a board for its

or centimeter was focused and considerable, suffi-

coherence and conviction, and for its standing in the

cient to smooth many of the wrinkles from easily

world of mangle boards.

wrinkled linen.
Once the outermost layer of fabric was

Does the reader need facility with Barnes’ aesthetics

mangled, the linen would be partially unwrapped

and method to find reward in the descriptions and

from the rolling pin, exposing the layer just under-

analyses in this book?

neath. The same process of mangling would then

No. I hope this book is accessible to every

be applied to the newly exposed layer. The user

reader, and that I have made an interesting subject

repeated this process until the entire tablecloth was

of what was obscure. It is my greater hope that my

smoothed.

experience and analysis of the mangle boards forms

After unrolling the long strip of linen and laying

a basis for your experience and appreciation of them.

it flat on the table, the user would draw the mangling

Note: A full account of the aesthetics of Barnes

board across the fabric, applying enough pressure to

and de Mazia can be found in The Art in Painting

smooth the surface further. Finally, the board would

(Albert C. Barnes, 1925).

be smacked down onto the folded edges of the cloth
to make sharper creases.

Mangle Board Basics
Where did the first mangle boards appear?

Mangle boards were made from various kinds of

The origins of this technology are obscure. The

wood, primarily birch, beech, or oak. The board was

Romans are known to have used a prelum, or press-

used in conjunction with a wooden rolling pin to

beam, in a wooden device much like a book or linen

smooth wrinkles from linen. On average, boards in

press, which created pressure with the turning of

this book measure about 5 inches (12.7 cm) wide,

a screw attached to the press-beam. At some point

26 inches long (66 cm), and 1 inch (2.54 cm) thick.

it was realized that fabric advanced under pressure

The bottom side is flat, smooth, and undecorated.

between a pair of wooden rollers emerged from

It comes in contact with the linen. The topside is

those rollers less wrinkled.

often decoratively carved and sometimes painted; it
faces the user.

The earliest known mangle boards are 12
in number, inscribed with dates from the 16th

Most boards have a handle on the topside at

century. They were produced in the historical

the end closer to the user. Some also have a knob

nation of Frisia.1 The earliest is inscribed 1544 and

or grip at the other end. Some boards have a single

on display at the Zuiderzeemuseum in Enkhuizen,

handle near the center, and others have handles at

Netherlands (see Board No. 32). When Esther

both ends. Often, mangle boards from Iceland and

Berney published a history of pressing irons in

northern Norway have handles that run the length

1977, the earliest dated mangle board she noted

of the board, akin to a fence built on the centerline

was of Danish origin from 1590.2

of the board.
What is the etymology of the term “mangle board”?
How was a mangle board used?

The cloth items smoothed by the board were

English word “mangle” is derived from the Dutch

flat and simple in shape. A linen tablecloth was

word “mangel,” which is the noun form of the

typical, articles of clothing were not. After being

verb mangelen, meaning “to mangle.” The ancient

washed and almost dried, the cloth would be folded

origins of the word are traced to the Greek “manga-

into a long, narrow band and rolled onto a roll-

non,” meaning “axis” or “engine.” This book pres-

ing pin. For example, if the rolling pin were 24

ents mangle boards of seven present-day countries,

inches wide, the cloth would be folded to less than

each with its word for “mangle board.”

24 inches wide.
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According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the

Within the chapters on each country’s boards,

With the tightly wrapped rolling pin set upon a

the native word for “mangle board” is used inter-

table, the user placed the mangle board on top at a

changeably with the English term to remind the

right angle to the direction of the roll. With one hand

reader that these objects are not English. Sometimes

on the handle, if there was one, the user pressed

the mangelplanken are referred to as “boards,” but

down on the closest end. With the other hand, she or

this is slang.
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Plural

Exceptions to these generalizations occur

Language

Singular

Frisian

mangelboerd

Dutch

mangelplank

mangelplanken

formed within the last 50 years, these boards have

Danish

manglebræt

manglebrætter

been subject to fashion and are more likely to be

Norwegian

mangletre

mangletrær

restored, varnished, and professionally repaired.

Finnish

kaulauslauta

kaulauslaudat

Swedish

mangelbräde

mangelbräden

German

das Mangelbrett

die Mangelbretter

Icelandic

trafakefli 3

trafakefli

primarily in museum collections. It is reasonable to

Guide

conclude that because private collections have been

Who made the boards?

There are only a handful of boards for which
the carver’s name is known; for the rest, i.e., many
thousands, the name of the carver is lost. Those
many thousands can be divided into two groups. In

Where were mangle boards made?

Museums and Designations

Geographic Origins

one group are boards made by someone for their

Besides the seven countries in this book,

own use. In the second group are boards made for

The mangle boards in this book were drawn from 18

The boards in each chapter are thought to have been

mangle boards were also made in Austria, Hungary,

the income they would bring. A board’s group can

museums and four private collections. Each board is

made in that particular country, but since the precise

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,

be reliably judged by its appearance: Hands that

accompanied by an alphanumeric designation. The

geographic origins of nearly all boards is not known

Estonia, and Russia.

lacked practice in wood carving (and mangle-board

two- or three-letter prefixes are, in most cases, the

it is possible there are mistakes in these assignments.

making) made boards that demonstrate a lack of

same as those used by the museums in their records.

When museums recorded the sources of boards, most

skill. Practiced hands made boards that demon-

In the remaining cases, the prefixes were created for

noted where they were acquired, not where they were

My experience of looking at thousands of boards

strate skill. As obvious as this seems, it is rarely

use in this book. The numerical portions are those

made. Even so, this information sheds light on the

revealed a dichotomy between those in museums

stated in the oft-repeated tale about mangle boards:

used by the museums and the Carson collection. For

origins of the boards and has been included.

and those in private collections. The differences

made by the hands of a male suitor as a gift that

boards from the other private collections, the numer-

observed and described below are generalized.

conveyed the asking for a hand in marriage. If this

ical portions were created. At right is a list of the

The condition of boards in museums ranges

were a universal truth, then every board would be

museums and collections and their letter prefixes

from rough to superb, with the majority being intact

the only––or nearly the only––board made by any

and in generally good condition. Virtually all show

one male, and so every board would demonstrate an

some combination of signs of use, wear, worm or

unpracticed hand. The many thousands of boards

bug infestation, and moisture damage. Among

made by well-practiced hands expose this tale to be

There is one essay for each of the seven northern

museum boards with handles made from a separate

a yarn. The boards made to produce income were

European countries. Each essay begins with a list

piece of wood, 5 to 10 percent are missing handles.

often completed with a particular space left blank so

of the contributing museums and collections and

Most mangle boards in museums entered those

that the end consumer could have carved the initials

an estimate of how many of that country’s boards

of the intended owner.

survive today.

What is the condition of the mangle boards today?

collections more than 50 years ago and in many

Museum

Code

Glomdalsmuseet (Elverum, Norway)

GM

Haslemere Educational Museum (Haslemere,
England)

HE

Hedmarksmuseet (Hamar, Norway)

OF

Maihaugen (Lillehammer, Norway)

SS

Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, USA)

MET

Museumsberg Flensburg (Flensburg, Germany)

FLE

Nationalmuseet (Copenhagen, Denmark)

NAT

Nederlands Openluchtmuseum
(Arnhem, Netherlands)

OPE

Nordiska museet (Stockholm, Sweden)

NDM

serve as clues to the boards’ characteristics. Next is

Norsk Folkemuseum (Oslo, Norway)

NF

Essays

This information is followed by a bit of the

cases more than 100 years ago. Therefore, they have
not been subject to alterations inspired by the fash-

Notes

nation’s history and geography, chosen to provide

ions of the marketplace.

1. Much of the western part of Frisia now lies within the provinces
Friesland and Groningen of The Netherlands. The eastern and
northern parts of Frisia are now, respectively, the Ostfriesland
and Nordfriesland regions of northwestern Germany.

pertinent information and context, which sometimes
a single distinguishing aspect of the boards—some-

Rijssens Museum (Rijssen, Netherlands)

RIJ

2. Esther Berney, A Collector’s Guide to Pressing Irons and Trivets,
New York, Crown Publishers, 1977, p. 8.

thing that makes them unique vis-à-vis the boards

Schloss Gottorf Landesmuseen
(Schleswig-Holstein, Germany)

SCH

3. The word “trafakefli” is composed of two Icelandic words: 1. traf
(the cloths that women wrapped around their head as part of the
old Icelandic women’s costume) 2. kefli (roller) The meaning is
thus something like “roller for headdress’s cloths.”

Idiosyncrasy, for example, and explained.

Suomen kansallismuseo (Helsinki, Finland)

KM

Sverresborg Trøndelag Folkemuseum
(Trondheim, Norway)

FTT

Vesterheim Norwegian-American Museum
(Decorah, Iowa, USA)

VES

Wasch- en Strijkmuseum (Boxtel, Netherlands)

VEK

Zuiderzeemuseum (Enkhuizen, Netherlands)

ZZM

Þjóðminjasafn Íslands (Rekjavik, Iceland)

NMI

The most consistent difference is this: Boards in
private collections have a coat of varnish or another
finish that creates a glossy or semi-glossy surface, and
museum boards have a matte finish. For example,
nearly every Dutch board in private collections has
sheen, ranging from slight to glaring. The 10 Dutch/
Frisian boards in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

of other countries. This aspect might be called
The common characteristics of typical boards
appear in a sidebar. The list is separated into cate-

in New York City have a matte finish. All entered the

gories: configuration, style, carving, field, handle,

collection in 1911, acquired from one individual.

and color.

Another difference, also consistent, is the

The meat of the essay is the aesthetic analysis.

integrity of the paint. The paint on museum boards

It is divided under headings: color, illustration, deco-

shows more wear and loss than does paint on boards

ration, sophisticated or primitive, and expression.

in private collections. A reasonable conclusion: Paint

Several chapters contain supplemental essays, which

Collection

Code

on boards in private collections has been restored.

offer historical or academic perspectives outside the

William C. Carson (Newton, New Jersey, USA)

CAR

On museum boards, the colors are subdued, and the

realm of aesthetic analysis.

Jacqueline Lind (Lilydale, Minnesota, USA)

LIN

Dave and Sue Irons
(Northampton, Pennsylvania, USA)

IRO

Anonymous

ACB

tones are darker. Those in private collections have
brighter, more intense colors and lighter tones.
Boards in private collections have handles

A second sidebar outlines the essential ingredients that define that country’s mangle board tradition.

where a handle ought to be. Boards in museums
sometimes have an empty channel, or pockets,
where handles used to be.
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